18 April 2016
Nicosia
To:
The Prime Minister of Belgium
Charles Michel
charles.michel@premier.fed.be
info@premier.fed.be
The Deputy Prime Minister and Minister of Employment,
Economy and Consumer Affairs
Kris Peeters
info@peeters.fed.be
The Deputy Prime Minister
Jan Jambon
kabinet.jambon@ibz.fgov.be
The Deputy Prime Minister
Alexander De Croo
info@decroo.fed.be
The Deputy Prime Minister
Didier Reynders
contact.reynders@diplobel.fed.be
The Minister of Mobility
info@mobilit.fgov.be
Cc: EC Single European Sky
Maurizio Castelletti
maurizio.castelletti@ec.europa.eu

Your Excellency,
As the Belgian and International media continue to grossly misrepresent what is really
happening within Belgocontrol, CYATCU (the Union representing Air Traffic Controllers in
Cyprus) needs to clarify a number of things concerning the situation in the Belgian airspace.

Belgian Air Traffic Controllers DID NOT GO ON STRIKE. Neither the Belgian Guild of Air
Traffic Controllers (BGATC), nor the Unions representing the Air Traffic Controllers have
called for an action, strike or anything else. A circulating letter, which stated that BGATC
called for actions, is purely false information and misleading the media and the general
public.
Belgocontrol management appears to have deliberately chosen the moment to force a
collective agreement for the Belgocontrol staff. Given the sensitivity of these unilateral
measures and the impact they would have on the individual Air Traffic Controllers at
Belgocontrol, the detrimental impact this would have on their ability to provide a safe and
efficient service was entirely predictable.
To those who are droning on about the effects this situation has on the image of
Belgocontrol, Brussels Airport and Belgium: maybe they should try to imagine what the
effect an accident would be on that image, especially if it was the result of an Air Traffic
Controller unable to perform properly due to the impact of this political decision on
his/her work environment, career and personal life.
The issues at Belgocontrol are many, and by far exceed the problems of retirement age
and career: lack of investments resulting in serious technical outages, structural staff
shortages resulting in people working up to 12 consecutive shifts or more, and we could
go on.
Air Traffic Controllers, like other safety critical personnel, are OBLIGED to report unfit for
duty if they judge they are physically and/or mentally unfit to perform their duties. A
Union or Association advising their members not to adhere to this would be breaking the
law and endangering the general public! With all these issues hanging over their heads,
it is almost a miracle Air Traffic Controllers have been able to keep Belgocontrol afloat
over the past years. However, today, we seem to have reached the breaking point.
We call upon all involved parties to resolve these issues once and for all. We hope that
you will be able to reach a solution that would allow Air Traffic Controllers to focus on
service delivery and Safety, rather than having to deal with political distractions.
Yours sincerely,

Giorgos Georgiou
President

Louis Valiantis
Secretary

